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THE IMPACT ON FLOATS OR HULLS

AFFECTED BY BOTTOM

By E. Memes

According to the theoretical

— --

FOR AERONAUTICS

NQ. 811

-.

DURING LANDING AS

WIDTH*

computations given here,
there is an i;crease in the impact du;ing the l~nding of -
seaplanes with increase in bottom width only up to a cer-
tain limiting value of the bottom width. This limiting
value both for straight V and curved V bottoms is independ-
ent of the magnitude of the keel ~.n.gle and is given by the
following simple expression:

,

‘red
= 1,960~ or Rg =z

1

‘red

‘g ‘max m 1.96 Yw Lmax

where

Gred is the reduced weight at impact position

Bg, computed limiting value for the bottcm width

Lmax ! maximum impact length

In most cases cccurring in practice this value is usually
exceeded.

‘\

OBJECT OF THIS PAPER

In the design of flying boats and seaplane floats, an
important question that arises is the proper choice of the
best width fcr the hull or float bottoms. This choice is
influenced by several factors and, besides considerations
of the hydrodynamical take-off performance, there is also
to be taken into account the necessary weight to insure
the required strength of structure. The effect of the
bottom width during the landing impact may be quickly com-
puted under somewhat idealized assumptions.

—. .—.—

*“~ber “den Einfluss der Bodenbreite eines Schwimmers od,er
Flugbootes auf den La.ndestoss. ” Luftfahrtforschung ,
vol. 13,, no. 5, May 20, 19%6, pp. ll+g-154.
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If the bottom width approaches zero B-O, the im-

pact force likewise approaches zero P~o. For finite
widths the impact forces are finite. As the width in-
creases, the impact must at first increase steadily. The
theoretical computations that are here given, show that
this increase does not go on indefinitely but that a value
for the bottom width is reached t> which there corresponds
the maximum impact force for the same landing conditions.
This width ‘g ‘ herein often denoted briefly as the lim-

iting width, is the one that we seek to determine as a
function of the other float variables. In addition, there
will also be indicated the effect of varying the width
above and below this limiting value on the maximum value of
the impact force.

COMPUTATION

The problem investigated is the force on a V-shape
bott~m during impact nn water. (See fig. 1.) The under-
lying principle for the computation is the theorem of con-
servation of momentum:

JPdt=Mv-Movo

This theorem is applied both to the float or hull - the
force on which is denoted by P1 - and to the fluid, on
which the resulting force is P“. By the principle of ac-
tion and reaction, we therefore have:

pt =- pll

For the hull or float we have:

where V. is the downward velocity at the instant of
first contact.

For the fluid we have:

P!’ dt = Mw Vn - 0 v.

where Mw is the so-called lfaccelerated mass ef water. tl

In the theoretics} impact, computations of von K&rm~n
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(reference 1) and Wagner (reference 2), in which the effect
of the finite length of bottom on the impact was neglected,
the magnitude of the accelerated w“ater ma-s”s ig the mass of
water whose volume is that of a half-cylinder having a di-
ameter equal to the impact width.

where c denotes half the wetted width (fig. 1). l?or
c = O, Mwo = O, and therefore the second term on the

right-hand side of the momentum equation for the fluid
vanishes. We further introduce the ratio:

TrL 7= L~=pw c2=l-r
2Mr 2

C2
—7

M
where ‘redT=2=—

M G
is a mass reduction factor.

We thus obtain the equations:

Mr (Vn - Vo) = - Mw vn

(Mr + Mw) Vn = Mr V.

Mr
——‘n=M r + MIV ‘0

Vn 1—=
‘o 1+~

Now

and the ratio of
dy

dt
to

dy
vn.—

dt

dc

z
Wagner denoted by

dy

nu=—
dc
E

u:

so that

—. —— —

dc _“ 1——.—
dt ill‘n

}
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The impact force on the bottom is:

P =MrlI

where the acceleration i.s b.

dvn
b=-—

dt

dvn dp dc . . dvn dp 1=._ ——
dw dc dt ‘——vndw dc u

By substituting the values of ~n = f(w) and 1#.

f(c), there is obtained:

Thus P may be computed for every value of L and c as

soon as u is known as a function of c. This function

u = f(c) is determined by the bottom shape.

COMPUTATION FOR STRAIGHT V-BOTTOM

I’or the straight bottom, which me shall investigate
first,

Y =px

From figure 1 it is seen that C>xo

Assuming that the two-dimensional flow pattern about
a flat plate is also applicable to this V-shape bottom,
then according to Wagner, for the straight bottom

2Pu=— = const.
‘rr

and this value for u is substituted in the equation just

i -.I
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derived for the impact force:

,,,. .,,.

with
l-r P’w L =2

v=–—
2 Mr

and thus the impact force is given for every value of c
and L.

We shall first extend our computations to the case of
a float which lands vertically on the water, the length L
of the bottom remaining constant. We seek to determine
the value of c which gives a maximum value for the im-
pact force Pmax. The maximum value of the impact force

occurs either when

a) c = B/2 or

%) at the instant when in the above equation for

the impact force ~~ = O.

As long as ~~ = O has no solution within the range.

05CZ:

the maximum value occurs at the instant of complete wet-
ting of the bottom (c = B/2). In that case an increase
in the impact force is to be ,expected with an increase in
the bottom width. In case b), however, the maximum value
of the impact force is reached even before the bottom is
entirely immersed so that aftera certain value is reached
increasing the bottom ~’idth is no longer followed by an
increase in the impact force~ In all cases included un-
der b) the maximum value of the impact force, for a con-
stant length of bottom, is independent of the width.

We shall now consider those cases under b), setting
the derivative ap/ac equal to zero:

a~=o
ac

for
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i.e., for W=—*
;

For a straight-keeled bottom of given length and hav-
ing a sufficient width - that is, B/2 being greater than
the value of c computed from the equation 13P/ac = o,
the greatest impact fcrce occurs for a value of v = 1/5;
or for

‘=m f%%c = 0.357

For a symmetrical landing Gred is approximately

equal to G, for central float seaplanes and flying
boats, and approximately equal to G/2 for twin-float
seaplanes and twin flying boats. For this particular
value of c, we substitute Bg/ 2 where .Bg represents

the limiting value of B above which, for a given length
of float or hull, there is no increase in the impact
force with increasing width:

f

.——___
1 2 GredBg= _.—

-.2 5TrYwL

‘g ~= 0.713 —

?--jj--
Bg z o.713 J ~

(G in t, Bg and L inm)

For the single-float seaplane or flying boat:

Bg = 0.713
R=

and for a twin-float seaplane or twin flying %oat:

B= 0.5Q4 [~
g

Gred ‘red
= 1.96, = 1.96 ~

‘iW Bg 2L Yw Bg3 Bg

It may he seen from these equations that different
types of seaplanes and flying boats show similar relations
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with res ect to the immact force if they have equal values
for I?G/ L, whereas the’ characteristic G/B3’ commonly
used .in float design depends on L/B: .“

The total impact force on a V-shape float or hull bot-
tom with given impact length L is increased with increase
in bottom width as long as B<Bg and is equally large

for different bottom widths if

B?Bg (See fig. 4.)

The limiting value of B is, according to the formu-
las derived, independent of the angle of the V. (Pmax it-

self does, however, depend on this angle.)

It.was assumed that the impact length of the float was
constant. During the landing of seaplanes different values
of L up to a maximum are possible:

When there is a sharp curvature of the bottom, surface
or the surface of the mater (short waves), first contact
occurs at a point (L-O). During the downward motion the
wetted length may be increased somewhat although it may
still remain relatively quite small up to the instant when
the maximum impact force is attained. Beyond a certain
limit (length of float body) the impact length cannot in-
crease. From this consideration it may be seen that the
wetted length lies below a certain upper limit ‘DUt just
where this limit lies may be estimated only approximately
at present. Up to the present the maximum impact length
was determined by shaping the float to fit the wave form.
For a smooth water surface this maximum impact length
Lmax is obtained by drawing the tangent at the bottom in

front of the step and estimating the length so as to have
an approximate agreement of the keel line with this tan-
gent. During the downward motion in the water the impact
length may become somewhat greater. In the theoretical
computations it is assumed that the length remains constant
during the immersion.

It is not obvious at the outset whether the maximum
wetted length corresponds. also to the maximum impact force.
The following two cases ,are to be distinguished: The maxi-
mum impact force occurs either at
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a) the maximum length Lmax,. or for

b) ~=0, where the length. corresponding to
the maximum impact force lies within
the range

Case a) enters into consideration only ~hen the equation

~=oh
~L

as no solution for L within the range O<L<

Lmax . In that case the maximum value of the impact force

will be obtained for the maximum possible impact length

‘max and the conditions previously derived for the maxi-

mum impact force at various wetted widths are in general
valid for all forms of floats if for L we substitute
Lmax”

There is still to be investigated, however, the case
where the maximum impact occurs at smaller values of the
impact lengths. To obtain these aP/aL is set equal to
zero. We have:

for

that is, for v = ~ .

The corresponding length is:

There thus corresponds to
L at which the maximum impact

TG

l-rYw C2

each value of c, a length
f~rce occurs. We must find
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the range of wid,ths within which such a value, of L 5 ‘ma~
may occur., We thus “have:

Mr
a <

~Pwc
Lma~” ““

c>

Since c~

= “““‘ ‘
B.
F

always, to satisfy the above condition, we must have:..

Substituting the limiting value, denoted by Bt, we

obtain:

B~ = ‘*l° m
‘f

.—
B1 ‘red= 1.126 —.——

Lmax

(Gred in t, B and Lmax in m)

Gred
= 0979

Yw B12 Lmax

The possibility, therefore, that the maximum impact force
does no,t correspond to the maximum impact length ●ccurs”
only at the greater lottom widths: Bt > Bg.

We shall now see how,.the maximum impact force changes
when B > Bt and L ~ Lmax . Substituting
. . .

L=
Mr

2 ..
~Pwc

and PJ=.$

— — —
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● ✎

in the equation for the impact force:

we obtain for the naximum impact force for any value of the
width within the range B~Bl the expression

()23Tr‘(max) = ~
11

~Mrvo2F:

Smaller maximum values for the impact force, correspond to
greater wetted widths (2c). The maximum for all impact
forces Pmax, however, is reached for the value 2C = Bg

and remains unchanged for 2C > Bz.

The inpact force as a function of c, the wetted half
~idth, has been worked out in a nunerical example and the
results are shown in figure ~. During the entire downward

Pmotion e = — =
G

f(c) is plotted with the value of Lmax,

and moreover, for L < Lmax the curve has been plotted

using the value of L ap
obtained from the equation — = O.

~L
It may be seen that there are no ‘values of L < Lmax which

give the highest value for the impact force. This maximum
value always occurs for the maximun wetted length of float
L The maxinun impactmax” force occurs for a value of c =

Bg/2 and is independent of the width. Figure 4 shows the
Pmax

naximum impact force-to-weight ratios ‘nax = G ‘ plot-

ted against the width B, for the same numerical example.

These computations for the straight V-%ottom have
leen gone into in detail because up to the present the
strength computations for float and hull bottoms have been
made exclusively on equivalent straight V bottoms.

The effect of the V angle on the impact force will
be considered in another report. ~The following formulas
are based on Wagnerls theoretical computations where the
elasticity of the construction is not taken into account.

The value for the maximum impact force for straight V-
bottom floats for all widths may, according to the theory
of Wagner, be given by the equation:

—
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The value of Bh to be used is indicated below:

a) For very narrow bottoms within the range

Bh is to be substituted for B so that we obtain:

with

()

2
m Pw Lmax Bp=
-Z Mr F

In these cases w < ~. Neglecting w in comparison
5

with Z in the term
(1: V)3, ‘max

becomes simply pro-

portional to B.

agrees with the accurate expression only within the range

B<;Bg as shown in figure 4. The factor
(1: WY ‘hich

takes into account the decrease of the downward velocity
from the moment of first contact up to the time of maximum
impact, has quite a Considerable effect within the range

b) For sufficiently wide lottoms, in the range

B ~Bg .2 ~~ or ~~r~~ax ~ ,.,6

we must substitute

Bh = Bg

and
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We then have:

/7-)
——

3
Pmax = 2

+:
1 (1Qw ‘r ‘max ~ - )0.1 p’) V02 0.577

The numerical coefficient should be 1.015 ayd net 0.g35 as
is given, for example, in the Zeitschrift fir Flugtechnik
:lnd Mctorluftschiffah rt, VOIO 22, no. , 1931, page 7.

The factor (1 - ‘ml 62) corresponds approximately to
the W?.g.ner correction factor P#? for the finite angle

of a straight V bctton.

The results shoiv that for. sufficiently large bottom
widths, the greatest impact force is attained as soon as
the velocity becomes 0.8%3 times the initial impact veloc-
ity. The impact force is thus smaller by 12.3 percent
than the computed value, assuming the velocity to remain
constant (w = o).

COMPUTATIONS FOR CURVED V BOTTOMS

Generally a V shape is given to the planing bcttom
of a float in front of the main step, the float being
rather sharp at the keel and curving outward in such a man-
ner as to, obtain a good spray pattern. The computations
in this section are based on a fl~at bottom having small
curvature (fig. 5). The bottom plan forms that are much
in use are straight from the keel on for a large part of
their width and strongly curved ahead of the chine. For
these bottoms the maximum impact force on landing occurs
when the entire bottom width is wetted, and this also is
true for the example we shall nom investigate, so that
there is an essential difference %etmeen this case and the
straight V-bottom example we have just investigated.

The simplicity of the treatment of straight V bOt-
toms was due to the fact that the same conditions applied
during impact for both narrow and ride bottoms, so that
smaller maximum impact forces c~uld not occur for greater
widths of this type of bottom. The behavior of wide curved
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bottoms is, on the contrary, not so easily deducible from
that. of n.arr.ow.curved bottoms. ,,,

In order to compare curved bottoms of different widths
we shall assume, not that the same equation y = f(x) for
the lottom curve holds for all widths, but that there is
similarity between them (see fig. 6b) so that in nondimen-”
sional representation we have for all widths

where

and

In this case, too; the impact force must approach zero as
B-O. At very small finite widths the maximum impact
force will always occur at the end of downward motion of
the bcfttom (~s==l). (Here, ”too, the nondimensional rep-
resentation c ). is used instead of the Wagner no-

m
tation. ) This was also true for the straight bottom. For
the bottom shape of constant downward curvature there is
even a greater tendency for the impact force to increase
when there is a large immersion in the water. The factor
lfu that affects the impact force is then no longer con-
stant but in ~eneral increases very greatly as s-l.
Equations

with

and

for

yield the maximum value for the impact force for s = 1
with the corresponding Ua = const. , namely,

P
‘R

max =
V02 Lmax

~ Pw B &(,: .aY
with

m ti Lmaxwa=z Mr ()
B2
F)

b

,—, ..,...,. .-, —-,. ——---- .. . . ..- .—--, ——-. -— ..--— ------ .—.
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The fact that Lmax is to be substituted in the equation

follows from the considerations on the p“revious example.
Within this range Pmax depends”on LImax and B.

The impact force increases with the width. The maxi-

ap
mum of all impact forces max = ~

is obtained by setting —
aB “

This equaticn gives the same limit’ing value for the width

‘g
as fcr the case of straight V bottoms:

J’1‘&’=2 F
or

‘red

I’m lg2 Lmax

2 Mr—
n Pw ‘max

= 1.96

Figure 7 shows the variation of the impact force worked
out for an example with

‘g
as the width. For bottoms of

greater widths the maximum values of the impact forces are
smaller. For widths that are not too large the maximum
value of the impact force occurs at the end of the immer-
sion of the boat bottom. As long as the limiting value
Bt is not reached, the maximum impact force occurs at the
maximum possible wetted. length. Figure 7 also shows the
variation in the impact force for Bz and Lmax.

Above the value BL the maximum impact force occurs

not at “the maximum wetted length Lmax but at a smaller

wetted length, namely,

Mr
L=

~Pwc
2

and the maximum impact force lecomes independent of Lmax.
P

In figure 7 are given the maximum values of e = ~ for

B–=lm
B

and also for — = 1.32 r,. In these cases, too,
2 2
it may be seen that the maximum impact force occurs at the

maximum downward mction and is therefore independent of B.
With increasing width the force decreases in accordance
with the relation:

f2 ‘f Mr V02
1

Pmax = ~~,,
Ua E

2
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Even for the relatively very large width ”’of B = 3 m, the
maximum,~alue of the impact force for this small curvature
bottom occurs at the end of the’’immersion. (See fig. 7...)

Only at very large values of the width does the maxi-
mum value of the impact force occur “before the bott~m is
completely immersed. An example was computed for — = 2.0

2
m ,and plotted on figure 7.

Figure 8 summarizes the results and shows the varia-

tion of the ratio Pemax = ~ with. bottom width for the type

of bcttom considered. The limiting values
‘g

and Bt

are valid in general for bottoms of any form. From the
theoretical computations of Wagner on the impact of sea-
planes, the result is obtained that beyond a certain lim-
iting value for the widths, there is no longer any further
increase in the maximum value of the impact force with in-
creasing bottom widths. The limiting value for the bottom
width appears from these computations to be independent of
the keel angle provided the conditions assumed by Wagner
are fulfilled, namely, that the keel angle must not be ei-
ther too small or too large (P —--o) since in the latter
case the elastic yielding of the construction comes into
effect. The limiting value for the width may be deter-
mined from the following expressions:

f

——.
12 ‘red

‘g = 2 ‘–5 TT Yw Lmax

- 0.713—
f

~ (Gred in t, Lrnax an!
max

‘g
in m

Gred

,Y= Bg2 Lmax
= 1.96

for T = 1.

For the flying boat or single-float seaplane:. .

G L
= 1.96 ~

Yw Bg3
‘g

and for the tmin.=float seaplane or twin,:flying boat

G/2 Lmax= 1.96 —
?’wBg3 ‘g

.- .-
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The usual values for
G

for actual seaplanes lie
Yw Bs

letween ,0.4 and 2,” and therefore the corresponding range
wit%in” which Pmax becomes independent of B, is

L“lmax >
B FtO1

This condition is almost always satisfied so that Wagnerts
expressions for straight-bottom floats or hulls are:

(Gred and ~ in kg; Lmax in m; v. in m/s)

I’or curved bottoms in the majority of cases (for

B= /
Gred Gred

or 5 0.79;
‘z = 2 ~ ITY17 ~max Yv B’ Lrnax

that is, for not very large nidths at which the maximum
impact force would occur before the bottom is completely
wetted) the equations are:

1
emax . 0.06 T V02 —

‘a (
L - ~.~6 Ua)

B1-TT

with

&2BO+B1; +WUa=~ f32 (:)2 + ..00 (according to Wagner)

when the equation for the fl,oat bottom is assumed to be of
the form

or with
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Ua .~~i-kn~n (according to Weinig)
,-

.and kn = 0.793~n - 0.4 .

when the equation’ of the float bott’orn is of the form

‘n= pi f -Pngn .

( ‘-m)
The factor 1 - ~ corresponds approxi-

mately to the correction factor of Wagner:

for the outer edge and ~a corresponds to P for s = 1.

When the bottom is nearly horizontal at the chine, then

pa is approximately zero in the above formula. Besides
being dependent on Ua which is largely conditioned by
the bottom shape, the impact force depends considerably on
the width, decreasing with increasing width. This is true
only of symmetrical landing, assuming that the other varia-
bles determining the magnitude of the impact are independ-
ent of the width. The behavior of the seaplane after im-
pact, which behavior is often of equal importance for de-
termining the stresses at take-off and landing, is not
touched upon here.

CONCLUSION

For floats and hulls having V bottoms the impact force
does not necessarily increase with increasing width. There-
fore, the weight of the float landing gear, side malls,
and other parts, and of the fuselage construction need not
be increased with increasing bottom width, but the weight
of the bottom construction itself, on the other hand, does
increase with increase in bottom width and is determined
largely by the type of construction. These relations have
not yet been closely investigated.

Translation ?Iy S. Reiss,
National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics.

I .–. . . -.—- ----
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5.- Half section of float r (a)
considered in the example

n= 2/3~- 0.1752- 0.1&3
G=6500 kg / P -J
-r=Q.g B (/

1

Lmax= 3.Y6m \
Vo= 4.!23m/s

i (b)

a. Bottom curves having
same equation y=f(x)

_-@-50 b. B.ttc)iis of various widt.~s

but having similar shapes

Figure 6.- Curved bottoms of

o .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 various widths.

Figure 7.- Impact forces on
curved Lottoms.
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Impact loads not
corrected.
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Figure 8.- Impact force as function of bottom
width for curved bottoms.
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